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RHODAMINE 



Rhodamine-B
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On February 17, Tamil Nadu banned the sale
of cotton candy or candy oss after analysis
confirmed the presence of Rhodamine-B, an
industrial dye, in samples lifted from stalls in
Chennai.
Rhodamine-B is a textile dye, and its use in
food has a huge impact on health.
Rhodamine-B is a uorescent dye used in
cosmetics, textile and leather industries. 
It gives you brilliant pinks, greens and blues.
Unfortunately, it is used as a food colouring
agent not only in cotton candy but also in the
preparation of sweets, various manchurian
items and pakodas and in the preparation of
sauces for Chinese food.
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FSSAI has approved certain food colours and
avors as safe for consumption. 

These include: Caramel, Ribo avin
(Lacto avin), Saffron, Annatto, Curcumin
(Turmeric), Carotene and carotenoids,
including Beta-carotene, red colour from
Ponceau 4R, Carmoisine, and Erythrosine,
yellow colour (Tartrazine and Sunset Yellow
FCF), blue colour (Indigo Carmine and Brillian
Blue FCF) and green colour (Fast Green FCF).
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The plan, launched by Bhutan’s
King Jigme Khesar Namgyel
Wangchuck in December 2023, is
to build a “Gelephu Mindfulness
City” (GMC) 

GELEPHU 

. At the 7th Indian Ocean Conference 2024 in Perth in
February, External A airs Minister highlighted the “need for
lateral land-based connectivity across the Indian Ocean
region,... essential to supplement and complement the
maritime ows” through “initiatives like the IMEC [India-
Middle

As a carbon-neutral city,
Gelephu would include only
non-polluting industries
(mainly IT, education, hotel
and hospital sectors), and
would be promoted as an
investment destination and
health and wellness hub in the
middle of the region. 

It would also lie at the crossroads
of India’s “Act East” plans for
connectivity to Myanmar, and on
to Association of Southeast
Asian Nations and the Indo-
Pacific region as well as the new
India-Japan connectivity plans
between India’s north-eastern
States through Bangladesh to the
Bay of Bengal and Indian Ocean

Bhutan’s plans for a regional
economic hub at Gelephu, a
town bordering Assam in
India, are high on Bhutan
Prime Minister Tshering
Tobgay’s agenda





The surrounding forests and wildlife
populations place Gelephu right in the
middle of elephant corridors.
Insurgencies in Assam and the
northeastern States and just across the
Indian border in Myanmar have been an
area of great concern

GELEPHU -
CHALLENGES

The growing “outmigration” of Bhutanese youth in search
of jobs abroad is another challenge, and the government
hopes a mega project such as Gelephu will stem that. 
Finally, there is Bhutan’s most pressing geopolitical
concern: pressure from its northern neighbour China to
conclude a boundary resolution deal and to establish
diplomatic ties. 

As Gelephu is landlocked, it is
dependent on other
countries, primarily India, to
provide the infrastructure for
trade and transport out of
the special administrative
region.

Apart from hydropower, tourism
is Bhutan’s mainstay, but the
kingdom has always discouraged
mass tourism, preferring instead
a “high value
The first part of the Gelephu
project involves scaling up the
Gelephu airport and tarmac to
international standards, which
will need financing and
expertise from India.

the geography of Gelephu, a rare
broad plain in an otherwise
mountainous country, poses
challenges. 
With warmer temperatures than
in the mountains, Gelephu gets
high amounts of rainfall during a
monsoon season that lasts
several months, leading to
considerable flooding each year



In addition to climate-friendly solar and wind
power generation projects, India’s plans for a
South Asian power grid that would draw
electricity from Nepal and Bhutan, with
supply to Bangladesh and Sri Lanka would
lend itself to more consistent power supplies
needed for Gelephu.

GELEPHU - INDIA’S
CONTEXT

Gelephu faces immense challenges, but New Delhi’s other
grand plans for connectivity confront challenges too. 
The International North-South Transport Corridor (through
Iran-Russia via Chabahar to Central Asia) faces western
sanctions), and the IMEC (through the United Arab Emirates-
Saudia Arabia-Greece), and I2U2 initiative (Israel-India-UAE-
U.S.) are challenged by Israel’s bombardment of Gaza and
Houthi attacks in the Red Sea. 

As Gelephu is landlocked, it is
dependent on other
countries, primarily India, to
provide the infrastructure for
trade and transport out of
the special administrative
region.

When it comes to investment in
infrastructure, Gelephu’s needs will
dovetail with New Delhi’s own plans for
the region: railway lines right up to the
border with Bhutan; better roads to
feed into the trilateral highway to
Myanmar and South East Asia; 
; cooperation with Japan to coordinate
roads and bridges construction in
Bangladesh in order to access
Chattogram and Mongla ports; and
upgrading border posts with all three
land neighbours to allow efficient trade

For India too, the worry of
Bhutan — its only direct
neighbour not currently in
Beijing’s orbit — broadening its
ties with China should keep it
focussed on the Gelephu
project.
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 section 6A of the Citizenship Act. 
This provision provided citizenship to
illegal immigrants who entered and
settled in Assam from erstwhile East
Pakistan (now Bangladesh) between
January 1, 1966 and March 25, 1971 
and was inserted into the 1955
Citizenship Act in 1985, as a special
provision to deal with the citizenship of
people covered under the Assam
Accord — a tripartite agreement signed
by the All Assam Students’ Union
(AASU), the Assam government and the
then Rajiv Gandhi-led Union
government, to preserve and protect
the cultural, linguistic and social
identity of Assam. 

Section 6A of the
Citizenship Act
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petitions filed by All Assam Ahom
Sabhawhich argue that section 6A is
violative of Articles 14 (right to equality),
21 (right to life) and 29 (right to protection
of interests of minorities) of the
Constitution because it led to proliferation
of illegal migrants in Assam, thus distorting
the ethnic, demographic, social, cultural
and economic profile of the state.
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Violent clashes have escalated between
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)'s army and
Rwandan-backed M23 Tutsi-led rebels in
eastern Congo, 

WHAT IS THE M23?
The M23, which refers to the March 23 date of a
2009 accord that ended a previous Tutsi-led
revolt in eastern Congo, is the latest in a series
of groups of ethnic Tutsi-led insurgents to rise
up against Congolese forces.
The group has accused the government of
Congo of not living up to the peace deal to fully
integrate Congolese Tutsis into the army and
administration. 
It also vows to defend Tutsi interests,
particularly against ethnic Hutu militias like the
Democratic Forces for the Liberation of Rwanda
(FDLR), founded by Hutus who fled Rwanda
after participating in the 1994 genocide of more
than 800,000 Tutsis and moderate Hutus
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WHAT SET OFF THE LATEST REVOLT?
In 2012 and 2013, M23 seized large parts
of eastern Congo and entered Goma, a
strategic economic hub, before they were
chased out by Congolese and U.N. forces
into Uganda and Rwanda.
In March 2022, the group launched a
series of attacks and seized large areas of
eastern Congo, saying the move was a
defensive response to attacks by the
FDLR
.

https://www.reuters.com/world/africa/m23-rebels-attack-military-positions-eastern-congo-2022-03-28/
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HOW AND WHY IS RWANDA INVOLVED?
The government of Congo, U.N. officials and
Western powers including the United States
and Belgium have accused Rwanda of
providing support for M23, including arms
and soldiers, despite Rwanda's repeated
denials.
Rwanda and Uganda have a long history of
military intervention inside Congo. The two
countries invaded in 1996 and 1998, claiming
they were defending themselves against
local militia groups.
The U.S. has urged Rwanda to withdraw its
military personnel from Congo and remove
surface-to-air missile systems.
Rwanda has blamed the escalation on
Congo's decision to end the mandate of
regional peacekeepers.
.

https://www.reuters.com/world/africa/us-condemns-worsening-violence-east-dr-congo-accuses-rwanda-2024-02-18/
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